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30 Present-day, 10,750.
31 Present-day, 9570.
32 Present-day, 3891.
33 Present-day, 4747.
H Present-day, 3038.
35 Present-day, 1396.
36 0 comment!
37 Present-day, 4406.
38 Present-day, 3560.
39 Present-day, 3192.
40 Present-day, 3053.

ote: Even the compiler of this list, though capable of treating Montmartre a
'one of the principal mountains in the world', does not include the Pyramid
or St. Paul' Cathedral except, by inference, for comparison in heights. The
Great Pyramid i 450 ft high, and St. Paul's is 365.

T. S. B.

La Grande Dixence
Peter H illman

The traveller in the Swiss valleys of Visp and d'Herens in the last 2 decades will
most certainly have been struck by the proliferation of new roads, often to

places formerly inaccessible except on foot, and of civil engineering works. He
will have heard that much of this is attributable to the hydroelectric scheme of
La Grande Dixence; but what exactly is this? What has it done for Switzerland
and to the Alps?

The y tern collects the precipitation over hundreds of square miles of
mountainsides in the Pennine Alps on the side of the Rhone Valley, delivers
it to and stores it in a gigantic reservoir in the Val des Dix. From here the water
is fed to power stations at Fionnay in the Val des Bagnes and endaz in the
Rhone alley which between them generate 1600 GWh of electric power per
annum, 1400 GWh of which are available in the winter; 270 GWh are consumed

29 The Grallde Dixence Dam. Photo: Swiss atiollal Tourist Office
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La Grande Dixence. Reproduced from 'Water Power' 4/1963 by permission of the Editor

in the various associated pumping facilities. At Fionnay the scheme is linked
with the otherwise independent Mauvoisin Hydroelectric Scheme, which im
pounds the Dranse in the upper part of the Val des Bagnes.

The huge retaining dam in the Val des Dix, which is of the mass gravity
type, was completed in 1961. It is one of the largest in the world; at 284 m,
it is twice the height of the Great Pyramid and contains twice the volume of
material, in fact nearly 6 million cubic metres. The lake has a capacity of 400
million cubic metres. The earlier dam in this valley, which originally fed the
Chandoline Power Station near Sion, was submerged but sufficient water is
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made available for the continued operation of this earlier scheme. The new
lake is the centre of an extensive nature reserve; tourists are provided with boat
trips, having been lifted to lake level by tele-cabin. The surface of the lake is at
2364 m maximum; all the feed tunnels are gently inclined to maintain the flow.
Water from feed tunnels below the general level is pumped up into the main
system using some of the power generated.

The farthest inlets are in the cirques on the W side of the Dom-Tiischhorn
range to the E of the Visp valley. The tunnel here drops from 2496 m above
Randa, by way of the snout of the Findeln glacier to a level of 2458 m below
the snout of the Gorner glacier. To continue from this point in tunnels would
have involved boring round the cirque below the foot of Monte Rosa and the
Breithorn. The alternative, which was adopted, was a huge siphon 400 m deep
below the Gorner Valley, followed by 5 km of tunnel beneath the slopes of
the Matterhorn, then a second siphon 270 m deep leading to the far side of
the Zmutt valley, where the water level is at 2413 m.

A pumping station at Stafel feeds the second siphon with water derived
from the Zmutt glacier. There are two collecting systems on the W side of the
Visp valley-one at high level from Trift, the Other at a lower level starting
below the Weisshorn at a height of 2080 m. This low-level system is joined by
another which has come across from the Gorner glacier and the combined
supplies are pumped into the main system by the Zmutt Pumping Station.
This Gorner system also feeds the earlier hydroelectric power schemes in the
Visp valley.

The main tunnel follows a steadily falling line (l in 500) for 21 km through
the intervening mountains from Schonbiel to La Grande Dixence reservoir.
There are 4 direct intakes from the Val d'Herens catchment area, while water
collected in tunnels at a lower level is pumped by the Ferpecle Pumping
Station up to Arolla and then by the Aralla Pumping Station into the main
system. Finally, there is a small system from Vouasson which feeds the reservoir
direct. Overall the total volume of water diverted in an average year is estimated
to amount to 420 million cubic metres.

The whole is far too complex to be optimised by human operators. It is
controlled centrally therefore by computers at Sion, which are fed with data
automatically and continuously recorded and transmitted from all parts-water
levels, flow rates, temperatures, radiation and so on. Thus flooding is prevented
and flow maximised by appropriate control of the various pumping and over
flow facilities which are available.

The scheme means a great deal to Switzerland and to the Swiss tor it is their
biggest hydroelectric undertaking. However much the Alpine traveller may
deplore the effects on the scenery (and one can argue that these are anything
from gross despoliation to something nearly negligible), the human benefit is
considerable. Yet to the mountaineer all these amenities in the valley-rack and
cable railways, floodlighting, razor points, television, easy approaches to vari
ous mountains and so on-seem but small consolation. Are we to finish sur
rounded by electrically induced comforts, seeing scenery only by television?
After all, the cameraman and the producer, between them, could ensure that
we never saw the man-ravaged part of the landscape, but only the 'natural'
features remaining among and around.
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